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out of  
the blue
We were so 
enamored with this 
gorgeous art deco 
pendant that we made 
matching earrings.  
So beautiful! 

ring true
This collection of coordinating rings (conveniently sold in a single 

package) is classic and stunning on a simple silver chain. 

so bow
This storybook-style 
necklace is simply  
sweet. It features silver 
beads, a mirror  
pendant and a length  
of creamy trim.  
A perfectly dainty  
bow ties it all together. 



instant drama
Need a fast fix? Choose a dazzling 
pendant—these are dotted with 
sparkling crystals—and place it on 
a readymade chain. So simple…
but oh so fabulous!

chain of  charm
An elegant vine pendant and  
a length of shimmery grosgrain 
ribbon serve to soften the  
chain gang effect from using  
all metal components.
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vintage sparkle (1) 
Love the vintage look of art deco?  
This design features ornate chandelier  
findings, dripping with metal tassel  
pendants and twinkly crystal chains.

full circle (2)
Textured loops look lovely on a pair of 
lever back earrings. These come as you see 
them—just attach with a jump ring to 
dangle. We paired ours with some sassy 
heart chains.

keep it celtic (3) 
Silver is simple and stunning with a set of 
Celtic knot pendants. A jump ring…some 
hook ear wires…and you have it made! 

high shine (4)
A little alteration goes a long way!  
We rearranged this layered pendant to 
make room for a tassel and some crystals. 
Don’t be afraid to change up a readymade 
style. Pliers, please!
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